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A new oscillation scheme� where electron bunches are continuously accompa�

nied by the ampli�ed microwave and reaccelerated in an external electric �eld�

is suggested for realization of multifold microwave oscillation by a single electron

beam with conservation of the amplitude�phase stability of the extracted radia�

tion� The new scheme contains an injector for �� MeV� a buncher and a row of

linear induction accelerator sections producing an external accelerating electric

�eld� and a quasi�continuous loaded waveguide along the whole driver� In the

quasi�steady mode part of the microwave power� being multi�extracted along the

driver length� is equal to the power put into the beam by the electric �eld�
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�� INTRODUCTION

Some schemes of the two�beam accelerator �TBA� driver based on a linear induction
accelerator �LIA� were discussed in ���� ���� ���� �	�
 In these schemes the driver electron
beam moves through an alternating discrete row of microwave generators �free electron
lasers �FEL�� relativistic klystrons� etc
� and reaccelerator sections
 The microwave
power is totally extracted from the driver after every generation section
 Such kind of
driver was experimentally investigated in ���� where the reacceleration of a modulated
with the chopper help electron beam through two induction accelerator cells was demon�



strated
 The continuous extraction of the microwave power along the whole length of the
driver was designed in CLIC ��� and a corresponding beam dynamics was also studied in
��


A new scheme of the TBA driver based on a LIA is suggested in this work
 The
scheme is quite uniform and has the following characteristic properties� a� the electron
beam bunching occurs at its rather low ��� MeV� initial energy� b� further acceleration
of the bunched beam occurs in the accompanying enhanced microwave which provides
the steady longitudinal bunching along the whole driver� c� there is no total microwave
power extraction anywhere in the driver� d� a regular waveguide is used along the whole
driver


The driver consists of an injector� a buncher and a long �a few hundreds of meters� row
of separate LIA sections� producing the external accelerating electric �eld and partitioned
by transition chambers
 The injector produces the initial electron beam with energy �
to � MeV and current �
� to � kA
 This beam is injected into the buncher
 It may be
a travelling wave tube �TWT� working in the ampli�cation mode
 It was shown in ���
that a high degree of bunching can be rather easily achieved in the TWT at a distance
of �� m
 Then the electron bunches continue moving in the LIA accompanied by the
enhanced in the TWT microwave and simultaneously are accelerated in the LIA electric
�eld
 The microwave power extraction from the driver occurs only in the transition
chambers
 The system attains the steady state at �rst several tens of meters where
the bunch energy increases up to the level of ��� MeV
 The section of quasi�stationary
microwave generation begins where the total power� that the accelerating �eld puts into
the beam� is transformed into the microwave power


The suggested scheme has the following merits� �
 The possibility to provide the
microwave phase and amplitude stability
 The phase stability can be obtained at the
expense of quasi�continuity of the system
 It means that only mechanical tolerances will
be of consequence
 �
 Due to the bunched beam acceleration it is not necessary to have
a high ���� MeV� energy for the initial electron beam bunching


�� SIMULATION OF ACCELERATION OF ELECTRON BUNCHES

ACCOMPANIED BY MICROWAVE IN EXTERNAL ELECTRIC

FIELD

We have three characteristic regions of the driver� �� the bunching region with the use
of the TWT and without acceleration� �� the transition region with the beam acceleration�
�� the quasi�stationary beam propagation region


As was shown in ��� one can obtain the electron beam bunching in a TWT at a
rather short ���� cm� length for the following electron beam and E�� type microwave
parameters�

electron beam energy� MeV ��
� ��o � �
���
electron current inside TWT� A Ib ����
electron beam radius� cm ��
�
microwave frequency fo� Hz ����� �� ��
� cm�
initial microwave power in TWT� kW ��




Without accompanying microwave the debunching process will immediately occur at
a distance of about a few tens of centimeters
 The simulation showed that the electron
bunches can be transported at a distance of ��� m if the bunch movement is accompanied
by the microwave� ampli�ed in the TWT
 The most encouraging situation is when the
bunches moving after the TWT output are accompanied simultaneously by the ampli�ed
microwave and are accelerated in the external electric �eld inside a corrugated waveguide

The waveguide must be transparent for a pulse accelerating �eld and be a good screen
for the microwave


The following system of di�erential equations was used for the simulation of the beam
transportation after the TWT output ��� ����
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where M is the number of electrons �macroparticles� used in our simulation� wj � � �
Ej�Eo is the relative change of the jth electron energy� Eo � moc

�� mo is the electron
rest mass� c is the light velocity� Z � zo�c is the dimensionless longitudinal coordinate�
o is the microwave frequency� �zj is the longitudinal dimensionless electron velocity�
and �ph is the microwave phase velocity
 The value �j is the phase of the jth electron
relative to the electromagnetic �eld� � is the phase of the microwave complex amplitude
��a � ase

i��� �j � ���j is the total ponderomotive phase
 The brackets in the equations
��� and �	� denote an average over the bucket
 We de�ne the bunching parameter B as
B � j	 ei� 
j
 The value as is the dimensionless amplitude of the microwave electric
�eld as � eEs�mooc� where Es is the amplitude of the microwave electric �eld
 The
parameter �o � eEa�mooc�o is the dimensionless value of the external electric �eld
Ea
 The parameter � is the attenuation constant characterizing the distribution of the
microwave losses along the driver


The microwave coupling coe�cient was taken to be � � �
���� the parameter � �
��� � ���� corresponds to the beam parameters mentioned above and the E�� type elec�
tromagnetic wave
 For our calculations we took the value of the accelerating electric �eld
Ea � � MV�m that had been practically achieved in the LIA ���


To provide the quasi�stationary beam transition along a driver we can evaluate the
necessary steady state parameters �from � through 	�
 Taking into account that the
beam is bunched in the region of � � � we obtain � � � � �o��as� � � ��o��a�s� and
���zj � ���ph � ��as � �


To estimate the values of � and �ph we took the amplitude as value from the TWT
bunching process calculation and �ph � �
����
 Then we have � � �������� and the phase
velocity in the steady state �� � ����
 The beam has to be accelerated from about � MeV
up to �� MeV
 It means that the microwave phase velocity must increase from �o � �
���



up to �� � ����� for example by a rule �ph�Z� � �o������o�����exp��kZ��� where the
k value was chosen to be � �����
 To provide the space changing of the phase velocity we
must vary the corrugation amplitude� spatial period and mean waveguide radius upon
condition that the coupling constant does not change according to the considerations
mentioned above


�� SIMULATION RESULTS

The real � and �� parameter values� when the steady state of the system actually
occurs� were found during the process of several iterations
 Their �nal values were � �
� ����� and �� � �
��


The �rst set of calculations was accomplished for the case when the external electric
�eld Ea and the attenuation constant � were continuously distributed along the driver

The particle parameters ��j and �j� obtained at the TWT output �see Fig
�� were taken
as the input data for the driver steady state calculations


Our calculations showed that the bunching process in the TWT must be interrupted
not long before the moment the bunching parameter B attains its maximum value
 Then
we have no particle losses in our further calculations in the driver


Figure � �curve �� shows the calculated dependence of the bunch mean energy � on
the distance �z � � corresponds to the TWT output�
 The dependencies of the microwave
power and the bunching parameter B on the distance are depicted in Fig
�


As can be seen from these �gures� the steady state of the system is achieved at
a distance of � 	� m
 The extracted microwave power in the steady state is equal
to ���� MW
 The mean steady state energy value corresponds to the bunch energy
� 
� MeV
 At last we have a rather high bunching parameter �B � �
�� in the steady

Fig
 �
 The electron mean energy versus the distance �� � continuously distributed driver
parameters� � � discrete periodic cells� � � discrete cells with narrow accelerating gaps�



Fig
 �
 The microwave power �left� and the bunching parameter �right� versus the dis�
tance for continuously distributed driver parameters

state
 The electron phase picture �see Fig
�� shows that the initial bunch is broken down
into two main bunches being at �� � �� one from another


The power that the external electric �eld puts into the electron beam is equal to
� ��� MW�m
 It is transformed into the microwave power in the steady state


The stability of the steady state solution with respect to the possible error in the
electron beam current Ib was also investigated
 The calculations showed that we still
obtain the steady state solution up to the error values �Ib�Ib � ���


A real LIA always consists of separate induction sections partitioned by transition
chambers� so it has a discrete structure
 The second set of our calculations was performed

Fig
 �
 The typical electron phase space picture at a distance of ��� m for continuously
distributed driver parameters �left� and the microwave power versus the distance from
��� to ��� m for discrete periodic cells �right�



for the realistic induction section parameters ���
 As a result� the optimal lengths of the
induction sections �ls � �� cm� and transition chambers �lt � �� cm� were found
 The
microwave attenuation was switched on only in the transition chambers
 The electric
�eld Ea was equal to �
� MV�m in the accelerating sections


The dependence of the bunch mean energy on the distance is depicted in Fig
� �curve
��
 One can see a short range of dependence of the microwave power along a distance of
�� m �from z � ��� m through z � ��� m� in Fig
� �right�


In the third set of calculations for the same lengths of the accelerating sections and the
transition chambers the only di�erence was the following� accelerating potential of every
section ��� kV� was concentrated only on a gap of 
� cm located at the beginning of
every section to make more simple waveguide in this case
 The dependence of the bunch
mean energy on the distance is depicted in Fig
� �curve ��
 The steady state occurs also
when the system has the discrete structure
 The bunching parameter B stays also high
�B � ���� along the driver
 The microwave power amplitude stays rather stable


�� CONCLUSIONS

�
 Our simulation showed that a steady state can be found when electron bunches
accompanied after a TWT by an ampli�ed microwave are simultaneously accelerated in
an external electric �eld both for continuously distributed system parameters and for
discrete parameters of accelerating sections


�
 The total power� which is inserted into the electron beam by the accelerating �eld�
transforms into the microwave power in the steady state
 It was equal to � ��� MW�m
in our case
 Such kind of systems can serve e�ectively as a rather long �hundreds of
meters� driver for the TBA concept
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